For progressive censoring schemes pertaining to a general class of (parametric as well asnonparametric) testing situations, one encounters a (partial) sequence of linear combinations of functions of order statistics where the coefficients are themselves stochastic variables. Weak covergence of such a quantile process to an appropriate Gaussian functioñ is studied here, and the same is incorporated in the formulation of suitable (time -) sequential tests based on these quantile processes.
INTRODUCTION
Let Xl, ... ,X N , the survival times of N(> 1) items under lifetesting, be independent random variables (rv) with continuous distribution functions (df) F l , ... ,F N , respectively, all defined on the real line (_00,00). In a life-testing problem, the smallest observation comes first, the second smallest next, and so on, until the largest one emerges last.
Thus, the observable random variables can be represented as (1.1) where is the j -th smallest observation among Xl"" ,X N (l~j~N) and (1. 2) for j = 1, ... ,N by virtue of the assumed continuity of the F. , ties among the X. (and   e1   1 hence, the ZNi) may be neglected, in probabiIit Y, so that the Q Nj are uniquely (in probability) defined by (1.2) and (QNl, ... ,QNN) represents a permutation of (l, ... ,N). Since a complete collection of (1.1) demands the span of the experimentation until ZNN is observed, while practical considerations often set time and cost limitations on the duration of experimentation, the experiment may be terminated at the r-th failure ZNr' where and is time-sequential in nature. Since the updated sequence {T Nk , 1::; k::; r} involves dependent random elements and the PCS involves repeated testing on these dependent statistics, statistical analysis of such a-problem, often, becomes complicated. In this context, suitable invariance principles for {T Nk , 1::; k::; r} -provide us with convenient tools for formulating a PCS test and studying its (asymptotic) properties.
In the context of nonparmetric Ufe testing, Chatterjee and Sen (1973) have studied PCS tests based on a general class of linear rank statistics; the theory rests on an invariance principle for PCS linear rank statistics.
For the case of F I = ... = F N = F involving an unknown parameter-e (form 
A CLASS OF PCQP'S
Let e be an open interval containing 0 and let {f(x; 6), 6 E El} be a family of absolutely continuous probability density functions (pdf), and for every f: -00 < x < 00, let us denote by g(x) = -(a;a6Jlog f(x;6) 10 (2.1) and
where F(x;O) = J X f(Z;6)dZ.
_00
We conceive of the model where the df F. T Nk = c~I{(a/a~)lOg LN,k(~~k), g~k)) I~=o} (2.12) so that it is a linear combination of a function of order statistics withs tochastic coefficents depending on the censoring stage.
We conclude this section with the asymptotic stochastic equivalence of the two sequences {T Nk ; 0::;; k ::;; r} and {T~k; 0::;; k ::;; r}. We specifically provide the proof for the null hypothesis situation and we shall see in Section 3 that the conclusion remains true for contiguous alternatives.
We denote by FO(X) = F(x;O) and consider first the following. NLa=l Na -N- 
Since I~=ldNQ. = -r~=k+ldNQ.' Is k s N-l, the case of Na < k S N-l canbe 1 1 reduced by reflection and an inequality for this complementary part be " obtained in the sarne manner.
Q.E.D.
In particular, if we let q (t) =K-l , 0 S t S 1 where 0 < K < 00 and choose K large, we obtain from (2.14) that With this results at our disposal, we are tempted to consider a IIOred~l class of PCQP's and then to study invariance principles for thisc!as$_ Jead-! ing to similar results for {T Nk } as special cases.
AN INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES FOR PCQP
Instead of considering PCQP's derivable from some PCSLR statistics, we study here a broader class of PCQP's.
Let J = {J (x), -co < X < co} be absolutely continuous (on finite intervals) and be a difference of two non-decreasing and square integrable (with respect to Fa) functions, so that
Further, let {d N1 , •.. ,d NN ; N;:: l} be a triangular array of real numbers satisfying the conditions:
Finally, let {~~k), g~k), 1~k~r} and r be defined as in (1.3) and (1. 4), and 1et
Our primary concern is to develop an invariance principle for {LNk; 0~k S r} , and we consider first the case of the null hypothesis where the X. Let then~(
by (3.1), \)2 < 00 for every 0 < a. < 1. a.
First, we consider the following.
e- (3.10) Proof. Let 2N be the set of all possible (N!) permutations of (l, .
•. ,N),
.....N and hence~~N), g~N) are stochastically independent with each permutation of (l, •.. ,N) with the same probability insures that for each k(=l, ... ,N), g~k) is independent of a. s., as N + 00 (r = 1,2) . 
d=l Na.
(1=1 Nti Proof. [.i=l d Ni = 1, so that I (5) .
Ik oE {( L N
1\'N [d 2 __1_ \'N d ] 2 < \'N d 2 < £i=s+l NQ Ni N-s £l=s+l NQ N . -£i=s+~NQ Ni - (3.22) dN£]E{(L -L )21B } £s=O Ns+l Ns Ns :s;~..r~[N£]E {G(Z ) +_1_ IS J(Z .)l2IZ(S)ll~+ O(N-1 )1
(3.27) EO[U Ns + l B(QN )] = (N-s-l) {(N-S)U Ns -EO [dNQNS+l
=U , 1~s~N-2 .
Ns
Using the martingale property in (3.27) and the Kolmogorov inequality., we obtain that under H O ' for every £ > 0 ,e . fooJ(X)dFO(X) = 0 ,
_00
we obtain from (3.9) and (3.44) that for every 0 < P < I,
Even so,!ooJ(x)dSN(X) is not necessarily equal to 0; in fact, it is shown that EO (TN) =VI and EO TN~VI ' so that by the Kolmogorov- irivbives it terniinal censoring humber (t) cottesponding to a iTalue of p quite beloW 1, and hence, thiS teeJiiIical1ty is not of much concern t<.J us.
Let us nOW proceed on to the non-riull case. We shaii confine ours eives to Ideal (contiguous) alternatives where pataeiiel resuits tan he dEiriiTed arid these wiii be incorporated in the next section for the study dfas,mptdtie power of some Pcs tests based on such PCQP's. Consider a tfiatiguia'r array UN·' j i~i~Nj N~i} of (tow~wisej independent riT' s (by (2,4) This leads us to the study of the asymptotic behavior of differentfunctiona1s of PCQP's with different {J}, and will be studied in a subsequent paper.
